
Information / New release major update 



● It is now possible to change an installment date.  From the side panel of an invoice, there is now an 

edit button for each installment. 





 



● A user can now reprocess a declined payment.  The declined icon is the icon you can click and will 

trigger a call to the payment gateway to reprocess.  * Note that by doing that for both providers 

(Paysage and Q/E) the retry will be queued and processed overnight.  



 



● Cancel and refund an invoice process was redesigned to integrate the cancel installment process.  

When you start to cancel a registration, the system will ask you if you want to refund the 

transaction. You will then see the refund window as we had in the past. Next step the system will 

ask you if you want to cancel the future installment in a new window. This will allow you to cancel / 

refund / remove installments in one action. Installments will show a red badge CANCELLED after 

the process. * You can only cancel an installment if you cancel the registration - you can 

always change the registration back to approved after cancelling the installments  





 



 



 

 

Information / New release other updates 



● Manual transfer and share now allow selecting the organization where you want to move or share 

that player. Super users will now be able to connect to any child organization they have, select a 

member and do a manual transfer. This can only be done inside your organization tree. A super user 

will not be able to move someone from his branch to another by that manual process. This can be 

used in any cases where we do not have a defined workflow. * You need to select the organization 

where the player will go and then initiate the manual transfer 



 



● We are now displaying the organization where the CRC was entered.   We also display it in the My 

account view 

 



● Deleting a qualification was not a permission, this is now possible for all Branch super user 

● Force refresh of the version : We have now implemented a tool that allows us to force the refresh of 

the site when we are deploying a version. This was important as sometimes we do fix on the front 

end that were not coming up automatically for users. So now if we push a version the user will see a 

small notification in yellow in the top right corner. The system will refresh after 15 seconds 

automatically 

● Registration report is now looking at the user time zone to extract data based on the local time.  We 

had issues were the users were asking for the report between 2 dates and we were missing some 

transactions because if the time zone  

● Corrected the issue in the clinic edit screen where a super user was not able to delete a Clinic fee.  

● Corrected the issue where the credit report sorting was not working properly. 

● For international transfers, the team release fee is no longer mandatory. 

● Change the status list in the international transfer 



● Questionnaire report now includes the Date of birth, email and gender of the member 

 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Visual updates and data migration fixes   



● In My account , we have added a column for the type of transaction 



 



● Register to play website was updated with some cosmetic features and a better search engine.  We 

now have a french version inscription.hockeycanada.ca 

● My account - Calendar view now as a better handling of the clinics that span to more than one day.   

We now have a view like this, that allows a user to find the clinic and access the content. 

http://inscription.hockeycanada.ca/


 

 



 



 

 

 


